Approximate extent of site

Row of White Poplar trees
along western edge of site

Mixed deciduous treed areas within eastern edge
of site and along Trans Pennine Cycleway corridor

Escrick Business Park

VIEWPOINT 1
View from A19 south of access track to Mount Farm

Description of Baseline View
This view is taken from a gap in the roadside hedgerow on the A19 looking south-west
towards the Application Site. This view is across a flat arable large scale landscape
with rectangular fields defined by native hedgerows with occasional hegderow trees..
The A19 is generally bordered by continuous hedgerows on both sides managed to
a height of about 2 metres with heavily treed margins in places. This view is typical
of views within the area generally with low level horizons formed by plantation
woodland and belts containing elements of built form. The site is heavily filtered by
mature vegetation consisting of intervening hawthorn hedgerow and treed margins
around the site boundary. The presence of a mature row of White Poplar trees,
untypical in the area, along the site’s eastern boundary assists in identifying the site
location in the landscape which would otherwise be hidden. It is however accepted
that views of quarrying/landfill activites within the site would be more apparent
during winter months due to leaf fall. Electricity distibution poles are clearly visible
in the foreground

Sensitivity of Visual Receptor
The value of this view can be described as medium as it is experienced by road users.
The road is heavily trafficked and a popular tourist route. Views towards the site are
generally oblique and transitory and of a short distance view across a flat arable
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landscape. The site does not fall within any area which is the subject of a landscape
designation. The susceptibility of road users is considered to low. Overall Sensitivity
taking into account a medium value and low susceptibility to change is predicted to
be low

Magnitude of Change
Views towards the Application Site are heavily filtered by intervening vegetation.
Lanfill operations would however become more apparent over time rising above site
perimeter vegetation intoducing an elevated landform feature into a flat landscape
and be more visible particularly in winter. Perimeter landfill margins would however
be constructed in a series of lifts with infilling carried out behind a screening ‘lip’.
Woodland planting would be established at the earliest opportunity. Overall
magnitude of change would be high.

Level of Effects Years 1,5 and 15
Effects would be negligible at Year 1 during early establishment. At Year 5 with low
sensitivity and high magnitude of change there would be a moderate effect on
this view for road users as landfill profiles are likely to become visible. Progressive
woodland establishment planting would reduce the likely scale of effects to
moderate/minor substantial at Year 15
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Approximate extent of site

Mid distance horizon defined by deciduous treed areas within
eastern edge of site and along Trans Pennine Cycleway corridor

Row of White Poplars define
western edge of site

Visible built form within Escrick
Business Park

VIEWPOINT 2A
View from lay-by (A19) south of secondary access track to Mount Farm

Description of Baseline View
This view is taken from the lay-by on the A19 looking south-west towards the
Application Site. Similar to Viewpoint 1. This view is across an arable field bordered
by hedgerows and mature trees with much of the scrubland area alongside Escrick
Business Park likely to be self-set vegetation. The mature row of White Poplar trees
again pick ou the eastern site boundary with electricity distibution poles visible in
the foreground . Current quarrying/landfill activites within the site are barely visible
would be more apparent during winter months due to leaf fall.

Sensitivity of Visual Receptor
The value of this view can be described as medium as it is experienced by road users
using the lay-by as a rest point and taking advantage of occasional mobile catering.
The site does not fall within any area which is the subject of a landscape designation.
The susceptibility of road users is considered to low. Overall Sensitivity taking into
account a medium value and low susceptibility to change is predicted to be low

site perimeter vegetation and be more visible in winter in partucular. Perimeter
batters would hovever be constructed in a series of lifts with infilling contained
within a screening ‘lip’ with woodland planting established in stages at the earliest
opportunity. Magnitude of change would be high.

Level of Effects Years 1,5 and 15
Effects would be negligible at Year 1 during early establishment. At Year 5 with low
sensitivity and high magnitude of change there would be a moderate effect on this
view for roadusers as tip profiles are likely to become visible. Progressive woodland
establishment planting would reduce the likely level of effects to moderate/minor
substantial at Year 15

Magnitude of Change
Views towards the Application Site are heavily filtered by intervening vegetation.
Lanfill operations would however become more apparent over time rising above
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Approximate extent of site

Trans Pennine Trail set down within
wooded cutting at this location

Mount Farm

Mount Bridge

VIEWPOINT 2B
View from lay-by (A19) south of secondary access track to Mount Farm
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Approximate extent of site

Treed corridor along route of Trans Pennine Cycleway

Restored grassed landfill cell along
southern edge of site

Glade Farm

Bell Farm

VIEWPOINT 3
View from A19 south of Bell Farm

Description of Baseline View
This view is taken from the roadside of the A19 looking north towards the Application
Site. This view is mainly across flat arable fields with a number of paddocks grazed by
horses abutting the southern boundary of the site. This section of highway is slightly
elevated above surrounding fields giving uninterrupted mid-distance views across
a large scale landscape. Blocks of woodland and hedgerow trees are the dominant
and defining elements in the landscape with the treed corridor of the Trans Pennine
Cycleway limiting further views to the west. From this view existing quarry and landfill
activites are currently screened by the restored landfill cell on the site’s southern
boundary.

Views towards the Application Site are open with the existing restored landfill cell
on the site’s southern boundary clearly visible. Quarring and landfill activites are
however currently screened by the restored tip profile which has a finished elevation
of about 8metres AOD. Lanfill operations would however, over time, become more
visible rising above the restored perimeter tip intoducing an elevated landform
feature in the form of a plateau rising to an average height of 13metres AOD and
rising again to a 17m high ‘knoll’ hill-like profile at the north-west corner of the site.
Overall magnitude of change is predicted to be medium. There would be some
change in the view that would be clearly visible but would not be a defining element
in the view with the proposed landfill profile rising on average 2metres above the
existing restored landfill cell with a localised high-point to the north-west.

Sensitivity of Visual Receptor
Level of Effects Years 1,5 and 15
The value of this view can be described as medium as it is experienced by road users.
The road is heavily trafficked and a popular tourist route. Views towards the site are
transitory and of a short distance view across a flat arable landscape. The site does not
fall within any area which is the subject of a landscape designation. The susceptibility
of road users is considered to low. Overall Sensitivity taking into account a medium
value and low susceptibility to change is predicted to be low

Effects would be negligible at Year 1 during early establishment. At Year 5 with low
sensitivity and medium magnitude of change there would be a minor effect on
this view for road users as landfill profiles are likely to become visible. Woodland
establishment planting would reduce the likely scale of effects to minor/negligible
at Year 15

Magnitude of Change
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Approximate extent of site

Track from A19 lay-by to Mount Farm

VIEWPOINT 4A
View from the National Cycle Route (NCR)65 York-Hornsea cycle route
link to the Trans-Pennine Trail

Description of Baseline View
This view is taken from the NCR 65 York to Hornsea cycle route to the east coast
which links to the Trans Pennine Trail routed to Southport on the west coast. This
link runs on the tackbed of the old East Coast Mainline Railway. This view is taken
from the north-west corner of the Application Site looking east to south-east. The
site perimeter is heavily vegetated with mature mainly deciduous woodland and
woodlancd scrub heavily filtering current quarry and landfill activites but is accepted
that these activities would be more visible after leaf-fall.

mature vegetation within the trail corridor with predominantly filtered views across
open countryside. Quarring and landfill activites which are currently screened by
the site’s perimeter vegetation would of course be more apparent during the winter
period. The currently permitted develpment includes for a final tip restoration profile
of up to 8metres AOD. The proposed development would have a larger magnitude of
change on visual amenity due to increasing the general height of the tipped plateau
by up to 13metres AOD together with a localised ‘knoll’ of up to 17metres AOD. This
major change in the view would however be within a relatively small visual envelope.
High magnitude of change.

Sensitivity of Visual Receptor
Level of Effects Years 1,5 and 15
The value of this view can be described as high as it is experienced by cyclists, horse
riders and walkers out to enjoy the countryside in what is generally a good quality
landscape. The susceptibility of footpath users is also considered to high. Overall
Sensitivity therefore taking into account a high value and high susceptibility to
change is predicted to be high.

Effects would be negligible at Year 1 during early establishment. At Year 5 with high
sensitivity and high magnitude of change there would be major substantial adversed
effects on this view for footpath users as landfill profiles would become visible. At
Year 15 progressively phased woodland establishment planting would reduce the
likely scale of effects to major/moderate.

Magnitude of Change
Views towards the Application Site would be oblique and transitory particularly for
cyclists who are the principal users of this trail. Views are genarally channelled by
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Approximate extent of site

Existing vegetation along perimeter of
site retained

Restored landfill cell along southern
perimeter of Application Site

Line of White Poplars along eastern
edge of site

Site office and weighbridge

VIEWPOINT 5
View from the York-Selby cycle route link to the Trans-Pennine Trail

Description of Baseline View
This view is taken from NCR 65 York to Hornsea cycle route link to the Trans Pennine
Trail. This viewpoint is off-set to the east of the link alongside a track to a local fishery.
This view is taken looking north-east. in the intervening area up to the edge of the
Application Site are several paddocks bound by post and rail fencing used for grazing
horses. The restored landfill cell along the site’s southern boundary affords screening
to current quarrying and landfill activities but again accept that these activities would
be more apparent in winter.

Sensitivity of Visual Receptor
The value of this view can be described as high as it is experienced by cyclists, horse
riders, walkers and users of the fishery who are all out to enjoy the countryside in
what is generally a good quality landscape.. The susceptibility of these recreational
users is also considered to high. Overall Sensitivity therefore taking into account a
high value and high susceptibility to change is predicted to be high.

Magnitude of Change

by mature vegetation within the trail corridor with predominantly filtered views
across open countryside. Quarring and landfill activites which are currently screened
by the site’s perimeter landform and vegetation would of course be more apparent
during the winter period. The currently permitted develpment includes for a final tip
restoration profile of up to 8metres AOD. The proposed development would have a
larger magnitude of change regarding visual amenity due to increasing the general
height of the tipped plateau by up to 13metres AOD together with a localised ‘knoll’
of up to 17metres AOD. This major change in the view would however be within a
relatively small visual envelope. Notwithstanding of this a high magnitude of change
is predicted

Level of Effects Years 1,5 and 15
Effects would be negligible at Year 1 during early establishment. At Year 5 with high
sensitivity and high magnitude of change there would be major substantial adverse
effects on this view for footpath users as rising landfill profiles become visible. At Year
15 progressively phased woodland establishment planting would reduce the likely
scale of effects to major/moderate adverse.

Views towards the Application Site would generally be oblique and for the most part
transitory with the exception of users of the fishery. Views are genarally channelled
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Approximate extent of site

York-Selby cycle route

VIEWPOINT 4B
View from The York-Selby cycle route link to the Trans-Pennine Trail
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Approximate extent of site

Existing vegetation along perimeter of
site retained

Line of White Poplars along eastern
edge of site

Track leading to local fishery

Escrick Business Park

Restored landfill cell along southern
perimeter of Application Site

Glade Farm

Local fishery

VIEWPOINT 6
View from the National Cycle Route (NCR)65 York to Hornsea cycle route
Link to the Trans Pennine Trail

Description of Baseline View
This view is taken from NCR 65York to Hornsea cycle route. actual viewpoint situated
to the east of this trail alongside a track to a local fishery. This view is taken looking
north-east. in the intervening area up to the edge of the Application Site are several
paddocks bound by post and rail fencing used for grazing horses. The restored
landfill cell along the site’s southern boundary affords screening to current quarrying
and landfill activities but again accept that these activities would be more apparent
in winter.

Sensitivity of Visual Receptor
The value of this view can be described as high as it is experienced by cyclists, horse
riders, walkers and users of the fishery who are all out to enjoy the countryside in
what is generally a good quality landscape.. The susceptibility of these recreational
users is also considered to be high. Overall Sensitivity therefore taking into account a
high value and high susceptibility to change is predicted to be high.

Magnitude of Change

by mature vegetation within the trail corridor with predominantly filtered views
across open countryside. Quarring and landfill activites which are currently screened
by the site’s perimeter landform and vegetation would of course be more apparent
during the winter period. The currently permitted develpment includes for a final tip
restoration profile of up to 8metres AOD. The proposed development would have a
larger magnitude of change regarding visual amenity due to increasing the general
height of the tipped plateau by up to 13metres AOD together with a localised ‘knoll’
of up to 17metres AOD. This major change in the view would however be within a
relatively small visual envelope. Notwithstanding of this a high magnitude of change
is predicted

Level of Effects Years 1,5 and 15
Effects would be negligible at Year 1 during early establishment. At Year 5 with high
sensitivity and high magnitude of change there would be major substantial adverse
effects on this view for footpath users as rising landfill profiles become visible. At Year
15 progressively phased woodland establishment planting would reduce the likely
scale of effects to major/moderate adverse.

Views towards the Application Site would generally be oblique and for the most part
transitory with the exception of users of the fishery. Views are genarally channelled
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Approximate extent of site

Public Right of Way (Footpath Ref:35.53/6/1)

Wooded corridor of York-Selby cycleway

VIEWPOINT 7
View from the Public Right of Way on the northern edge of Riccall

Description of Baseline View
This view is taken from a Public Right of Way (PRoW) Ref:35.63/6/1 200 metres from
the urban edge of Riccall to the south. This view is taken looking north-east. The
Application Site lies beyond the wooded corridor of the Selby-York cycleway link to
the Trans Pennine Trail.

by up to 13metres AOD together with a localised ‘knoll’ of up to 17metres AOD. This
change in the view would however be relatively small-scale due to distance within a
large scale landscape and as a consequence a low magnitude of change is predicted
with some change in the view that is clearly visible but does not form a prominent
element in the landscape.

Sensitivity of Visual Receptor

Scale of Importance of Effects Years 1,5 and 15

The value of this view can be described as high as it is experienced by footpath users
out to enjoy the countryside in what is generally a good quality landscape. The
susceptibility of these users is also considered to be high. Overall Sensitivity therefore
taking into account a high value and high susceptibility to change is predicted to be
high.

Effects would be negligible at Year 1 during early establishment. At Year 5 with high
sensitivity and low magnitude of change there would be moderate substantial
adverse effects on this view for footpath users as rising landfill profiles become
visible. At Year 15 progressively phased woodland establishment planting would
reduce the likely scale of effects to moderate/minor adverse.

Magnitude of Change
Views towards the Application Site are of medium distance (ie 1.66km) with the
site heavily filtered by vegetation along the route of the York-Selby cycleway. The
currently permitted develpment includes for a final tip restoration profile of up to
8metres AOD. The proposed development would have a larger magnitude of change
regarding visual amenity due to increasing the general height of the tipped plateau
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Approximate extent of site

Gamble’s Rush plantation
woodland

Mount Farm
Wooded corridor of York-Selby cycleway

VIEWPOINT 8
View from the Bridleway to the east of Moor Farm

Description of Baseline View
This view is taken from a Bridleway Ref:35.62/9/1 approximatley 130metres east of
Moor Farm. This Bridleway is part of a network of Public Rghts of Way linking Escrick
Road in the north with Riccall in the south running generally parallel to west of the
York-Selby cycleway link. This view is taken looking north-east. The Application Site
lies beyond the wooded corridor of the Selby-York cycleway link.

Sensitivity of Visual Receptor
The value of this view can be described as high as it is experienced by footpath users,
cyclists and horseriders and out to enjoy the countryside in what is generally a good
quality landscape. The susceptibility of these users is also considered to be high.
Overall Sensitivity therefore taking into account a high value and high susceptibility
to change is predicted to be high.

regarding visual amenity due to increasing the general height of the tipped plateau
by up to 13metres AOD together with a localised ‘knoll’ of up to 17metres AOD. This
change in the view is considered to be of medium-scale with some change in the
view that is clearly visible but does not form a prominent element in the landscape.
As a consequence a medium magnitude of change is predicted.

Level of Effects Years 1,5 and 15
Effects would be negligible at Year 1 during early establishment. At Year 5 with high
sensitivity and medium magnitude of change there would be major substantial
adverse effects on this view for bridlepath users as rising landfill profiles become
visible. At Year 15 phased woodland establishment planting would reduce the likely
scale of effects to major/moderate adverse.

Magnitude of Change
Views towards the Application Site are of medium distance (ie 735m) with the
site heavily filtered by vegetation along the route of the York-Selby cycleway. The
currently permitted develpment includes for a final tip restoration profile of up to
8metres AOD. The proposed development would have a larger magnitude of change
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